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In classical continuum mechanics the admissible contact interaction that takes place
between adjacent parts of a body is surfacial and it is assumed to act as a force per unit
area (surface traction) on an oriented surface which separates these parts. As a well-known
generalization of this, the surfacial interaction may include the action of a couple measured
per unit area (surface-couple traction). A lesser known generalization of a possible contact
interaction between the adjacent parts of a body supposes that on the edge of an arbitrary
part there is a force measured per unit length (edge traction) due to contact of the edge with
the adjacent material of the body. Of course, other types of contact interactions between
adjacent parts of a body can be imagined such as an edge-couple traction which acts on
edges and is measured per unit length, or a corner force which acts at the corner of an
arbitrary part due to the surrounding material that is in contact with it. In this talk, to be
explicit, only surface, surface-couple and edge traction interactions will be allowed to act.
Such a fundamental change in the way the parts of a body may interact due to contact is
a broad generalization of classical ideas in continuum mechanics and it may be expected to
affect cornerstone elements of the theory. In particular, we will show that the stress theorem
of Cauchy, which concludes that the surface traction is given by a linear function (stress
tensor) evaluated on the oriented unit normal to a surface, is no longer valid. We take the
point of view that the arbitrary parts of a body—those parts that are supposed to satisfy
the balance of mass, together with the balance of linear and angular momentum—must now
be distinguished as volumes, surfaces and edges which support contact interactions. That
is, we consider that not only volume parts have a structure in the sense that they respond
as an entity to changes of shape, but also surface and edge parts, considered as parts of a
body, have their own structure and that they also respond as identifiable entities to changes
of shape and form. For simplicity, we shall assume in this talk, as is common, that volume
parts carry a specific mass density measured per unit volume, and that surface and edge
parts do not carry the intrinsic property of a specific mass density.

In this talk, the balances of mass and linear and angular momentum are applied to the
arbitrary parts of a continuum which supports internal edge and surface contact interactions.
A generalized form of Cauchy’s stress theorem is derived which shows that the surface
traction on an oriented surface depends in a specific way on both the oriented unit normal
as well as the curvature of the surface. An explicit form of the surface-couple traction
which acts on every oriented surface is obtained. Two fields in the continuum, which may
be called stress and hyperstress fields, are shown to exist and their role in representing the
surface traction and the surface-couple traction is identified. Finally, the field equations
for this theory are exhibited. In the absence of internal edge and surface-couple traction
interactions, classical continuum mechanics prevails.
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